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P3Source 
Print Management Software

MAXIMIZED 
UTILIZATION
Run your operations 

at full potential

DATA DRIVEN 
SOURCING

Ensure the best outcome 
for every job

INFORMED 
CAPITAL 

INVESTMENTS
Let demonstrated needs 

drive your growth

P3Source gives print buyers, print organizations and in-plants the unique ability to manage every print 
job your organization requires, whether skillfully produced in-house or professionally sourced, assuring 
the most cost-effective means of production. P3Source is uniquely capable of managing all sourced, 
external production from receiving or creating a specification brief to tracking the final delivery date.

P3Source System Requirements
Operating Systems:  Windows 7, 10  /  OSX (all Apple supported versions).

Application:  Java 1.7 plus.  Java 1.8 recommended.

Main Memory:  Recommended minimum 4GB.  System uses 1GB.

Web Browser:  Browser independent, browser not required.  Internet connection required.
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Accelerate growth today  by expanding 
your production services with P3Source

P3Source tracks your 
production history
Organize and centralize all data pertaining to current 
and previous jobs, suppliers, customers, pricing and 
production details across the enterprise, all within a 
simple and efficient workflow.

Unlike other systems, 
P3Source works with your 
existing suppliers
You have history and a clear understanding of the 
capabilities of your vendors. We know these relationships 
are essential to your business, so P3Source enables the 
suppliers you select without any cost, training or login, so 
they can respond to an RFQ and fulfill the job. It’s easy.

You define what each user 
can see and do in the 
P3Source system
P3Source includes an advanced editor giving you the 
ability to establish specific rules with certain customer 
accounts or system users. Maximum order levels can 
be set, minimum and default mark-ups and much more 
can be defined. Customer management tools include 
transaction rules that can be established to insure 
bidding compliance and transparency when required. 
In addition, if your customer has expressed preference 
for specific suppliers, you can define customer/
supplier relationships ensuring those vendors have an 
opportunity to participate.

Managing print projects 
shouldn’t require an advanced 
degree in procurement
P3Source enables print and media project sourcing 
with a professional workflow. Built specifically for 
the print industry, P3Source mitigates capacity and 
equipment issues, allowing you to capture the revenue 
and the profits by sourcing the production.

A powerful reporting system
Build custom/bespoke reports and view them in the 
system or, just as easily, in excel or other reporting 
tools. Create customer reports, supplier reports, bidding 
reports, transaction reports, cost saving reports...The 
sky’s the limit.

P3Source provides 
best in class workflow
Sometimes print management is only part of the 
solution required by an organization. That’s why 
P3Source currently integrates with accounting, CRM, 
project management, web to print and SSO software 
systems including SAP, JD Edwards, Quickbooks, 
Pressero, WedCRD and others, including custom 
integration into legacy systems. We have an aggressive 
integration strategy, because no software does 
everything you need. Through system integration, 
broad and highly effective workflow solutions can be 
created to best fit your requirements.
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About P3Software: P3 has been providing organizations with print management solutions for over 15 years. With a deep 
background in the print industry, our key products focus on streamlining the print sourcing and buying process, creating 
efficiencies and cost savings for organizations of all kinds. P3Software currently supports users in 9 countries.

P3Source Print Management Software

P3Source manages every step of the print procurement process, 
from creating a specification brief to tracking the final delivery date
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“We use P3Software technology on 
a daily basis for all of UNICEF UK’s 
print procurement purposes. It is an 
extremely effective tool which allows 
us to instantly compare quotes, boost 
savings and create a cloud-based print 
quote archive. It is invaluable.”

Mel Collister 
Unicef, UK

“P3 allows my team to provide the 
best products at the best prices to the 
partners we serve. It’s easy to use and 
allows us the flexibility to load level 
the production work among our four 
member team. P3 helps us to clearly 
demonstrate to my leaders the value 
our department brings to the company!”

Sheri Russo 
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts, US

“For us P3 has been the difference 
between being in business and not. 
It is a company whose ownership 
and staff have truly walked the walk 
and understand the needs of an 
efficient time saving yet detailed print 
management system that’s not tied 
to an expensive and one dimensional 
printing workflow.”

John Ball 
Ball Media, CA

What others are saying about P3Source
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